
My family and I made it to the French 
Alps just in time 
 
They arrived in Val d'Isere just as the travel ban news was breaking – to a fresh wave 
of anger, frustration and disappointment 
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It had been two years since Felix and his family (pictured) last skied 
together CREDIT: Felix Milns 
 
We were standing in the glacially paced ‘other passport’ queue at Geneva airport 
when we heard the news – a wave of disbelief, shock and anger passed down the line 
like a Covid Mexican wave. From midnight on Friday the borders are to be closed to 
visitors from the UK.   

Family ski trips are not supposed to be like this. It had been two years since we last 
skied together and we had carefully planned for a four night pre-Christmas break, 
ironically thinking we should get out as early in the season as possible, but it had 
already been extremely stressful just to get this far. The cherry on the pre-holiday 
Covid stress cake was not receiving our Randox PCR test results until we were 
unloading our baggage at Gatwick North. Don’t get me started on the cost of getting 
our 12-year-old tested daily to comply with the pass sanitaire rules. 
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But all this stress now seems miniscule when considering the impact the newly 
imposed French travel ban will have on resorts, (now devastated) holidaymakers and 
businesses this winter. 

Advertisement 

While we were standing in the queue at Geneva, Val d’Isère woke up on Thursday to 
the news that everyone had been dreading, and now that we’ve arrived the mood on 
the ground here is a mix of anger, frustration and disappointment. People are 
blaming the authorities and think the ski industry and tourism are just sacrificial 
pawns in the game. 

“Omicron is in England, yes, but it is already in France, and spreading fast,” says 
Cecile Ferrando, Communications and Promotion Director for Val d’Isère. “We think 
it is for political reasons and not just for health reasons, and at the end of the day it is 
the British skiers who cannot come and enjoy the mountains who are suffering. It is 
devastating for our guests who were so looking forward to coming back, but equally 
so for all the businesses here.” 

 
The pass sanitire queue to get into Cocorico CREDIT: Felix Milns 
 
Indeed Val d’Isère is particularly reliant on British guests. “Over the last three weeks 
British skiers made up 42 per cent of our guests, and it would have been the same 
over Christmas and New Year,” continued Ferrando.  

Dimitri Killy, nephew of ski legend Jean-Claude Killy, runs nine sports shops and 
two restaurants in the village, and cannot understand the timing. “This is going to 
have a huge impact. More or less half of my clients are British. I wish they would 
have taken this decision after Christmas, December accounts for 30 per cent of our 



business. It’s not just a month. It’s the month. So it’s vraiment a poor decision on our 
government’s behalf.” 
 
There was a surreal atmosphere in the air as people tried to carry on with their 
holidays, and a long queue waiting for pass sanitaire checks streaked across the piste 
outside Cocorico, one of the resort’s most sought after après ski hotspots. Many there 
were British University students who were coming to the end of a fantastic week on 
the slopes.   

Joe Jenkins, 21, and Lorenzo Calonghi, 21, are students from Loughborough 
University and were blasé about the changes, “We have had a great week, sunny and 
perfect conditions, thank God we got out here this week!” 

For Aurelie Bonnevie, the owner of Cocorico, the implications were more far-
reaching; “Many, many of our clients are British, I would say 40 per cent”. And we 
add more than just the numbers. “Après ski is not the same with just the French 
people, I don’t know why but the British love to party!” 

But party or not, can businesses like this survive with 40 per cent less guests? 
“Survive yes, but we want to keep on dreaming, we are entrepreneurs with big ideas, 
surviving is not enough. I am not scared today, I am just very, very upset. We have a 
great team but we will probably have to ask them to work less shifts and less hours. It 
was my main fear that the UK Government do not allow the UK to travel, but finally 
it is our government.” 

 
On the contrary, students Joe Jenkins and Lorenzo Calonghi had a great week 
there CREDIT: Felix Milns 
 



Many here however feel the British government is equally culpable in the tit for tat 
Brexit ramifications, and that a ski industry and mountain community that has been 
50 years in the making is seriously at risk.   

Jock and Susan Dun run Snowberry, a premium ski rental business that is 90 per 
cent reliant on British customers: “People’s livelihoods and life’s work are at grave 
risk, if this goes on for too long it could be the end of the ski industry as we know it. 
It will destroy mountain communities and will certainly change the face of people’s 
ski holidays.” 

Many such businesses had some French government support last winter in the forms 
of loans, not handouts, but feel betrayed and hung out to dry now that the means of 
paying back the loans has been revoked. With the lifts remaining open they are 
pessimistic about any further help. Indeed many pivotal people in the industry here 
are now openly questioning whether it is all worth it.   

Tour operators and property agents are equally affected, some of whom are English 
businesses operating in France so have had no pandemic support at all. Debbie 
White, owner of Mountain Rooms and Chalets, brings 2,000 skiers to Val d’Isère 
each season. She speaks for many such operators when she says: “We are all reeling 
over the shock and severity. I don’t think anyone thought this would really happen. 
We thought Macron would focus on the unvaccinated. Why is he penalising Britons 
when we have a fantastic and successful vaccination programme. What is the point of 
the vaccinations and the boosters when we are back to where we were last year? Fully 
vaccinated people should be allowed to travel.” 

For bookings due to start on Saturday, there has been a mad dash to enter France 
before the midnight curfew on Friday. Of the 40 self-catered apartments White 
manages only three have cancelled, the rest are coming in a day early. “Most people 
are trying to scramble and arrive here tomorrow. People are in utter panic and trying 
by hook or by crook to get here.” 



 
Mood music: Some business owners feel betrayed and hung out to dry CREDIT: Felix 
Milns 
 
For New Year onwards however the picture is bleak. And it is not just for businesses 
in the front line, the repercussions have a devastating effect right down through the 
chain. 

Taxi providers, cleaning companies and wine and food suppliers to apartments, 
chalets and restaurants will all be affected. Benjamin Dubois is the Technical 
Director of the ESF here and they will lose 35 per cent of their business over the 
Christmas business and 60 per cent in January. Brit-focused ski schools like Oxygene 
will be even more affected. And that hits the families of instructors especially hard. 

“It’s a disaster for the British guests, a disaster for Val d’Isère, and a disaster for the 
ski industry. Unfortunately it means 35 per cent of my instructors can’t work next 
week. They are self-employed so they won’t have work until things change”. 

For big employers, do providers keep on paying their staff and overheads and hope 
the situation turns around? Or do they shut up shop to mitigate the damage? 

Andy Sturt, owner of VIP Ski, was in the deeply unfortunate position of going 
bankrupt last winter, before rising like a phoenix from the ashes. With all his 6,000 
ski-in ski-out beds in French resorts the situation looks grave, but he is advising 
calm. “We were expecting 400 guests per week over the festive period and the 
majority of those will be impacted. We are taking things week by week in the 
expectation that the ban may be lifted at any stage”. 



Indeed if the example of Switzerland’s ill-fated quarantine policy reversal is anything 
to go by, the ski regions can successfully press for change, yet the proportion of 
skiing as part of the national economy in nothing like the same in France as 
Switzerland, nor are the extraneous political pressures currently between France and 
the UK.   

On the back of 18 months of closure, the resort could not have been better prepared 
for Christmas high season. The sun is shining, the snow conditions are perfect, staff 
training is complete and all Covid measures are in place, including a fraught last-
minute opening of a new testing centre to cope with the daily antigen requirement 
for unvaccinated teenagers requiring the pass sanitaire to ski.   

And then the magic carpet was pulled out from under their feet.   

 


